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HONG KONG'S COPYRIGHT ORDINANCE
Introduction
Parallel importing has attracted debate, pairing free trade
and consumer choice against copyright owners and exclusive
licensees' rights.' Parallel importing refers to products
manufactured in a designated geographic area with the
contractual consent of the copyright owner, and later imported
into a different unauthorized, geographic area.2
Parallel imports, also known as "gray market imports,
may be imported without the copyright owner's authorization
back into the copyright owner's own domestic market.'
Additionally, parallel imports may be imported without
authorization into the geographic area held by an exclusive
licensee, who holds exclusive manufacturing and distribution
rights in this territory as contractually provided by the same
copyright owner.' In both instances, the parallel importer
provides an alternative supply of products to retailers and
importers. This alternative source creates market competition,
as parallel imports often undercut prices offered by copyright
owners and exclusive licensees.6
Hong Kong law does not require formal registration for
copyrighted products. Hong Kong provides automatic
protection against infringement to materials, products, and
authored works published for the first time in Hong Kong or
elsewhere.8 Copyright owners maintain the right to produce
1. See Soojin Kim, Comment, In Pursuit of Profit Maximization by Restricting
Parallel Imports: The U.S. Copyright Owner and Taiwan Copyright Law, 5 PAC.
RIM. L. & POL'YJ. 205, 211 (1995).
2. See id. at 205.
3. See generally Christopher A. Mohr, Comment, Gray Market Goods and
Copyright Law: An End Run Around K Mart v. Cartier, 45 CATH. U. L. REv. 561
(1996).
4. See id. at 561.
5. See Kim, supra note 1, at 205.
6. See id.
7. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION IN THE HONG KONG SPECIAL
ADMINISTRATIVE REGION 3 (1997) [hereinafter INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION];
see also Copyright in Hong Kong (last modified Aug. 24, 1998)
<http://www.houston.com.hk:80/hkqipd/new-law.cpre.html> [hereinafter
Copyright in Hong Kong].
8. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 6.
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copies of their work9 and to license this right to one or more
licensees.' ° Furthermore, copyright owners may limit licensees
to manufacturing and distributing within a certain
geographical area." This limitation prevents licensees from
exporting the product outside the designated area, but also
forms geographic monopolies from which the exclusive
licensee receives economic benefits. 2 In this context, parallel
importation occurs when the licensed product is imported into
an unauthorized market, without. the exclusive licensee's or
the copyright owner's permission, thereby infringing on the
exclusive geographic domain."
An example of parallel importing in Hong Kong is
illustrated by the following hypothetical: A copyright owner, in
country X, licenses the right to make authorized copies of his
product (e.g., music or films) to an exclusive licensee in Hong
Kong.' 4 This Hong Kong licensee has the exclusive right to
manufacture and distribute the copyrighted product in Hong
Kong without interference from competitors. This creates a
geographic monopoly benefiting the exclusive licensee and the
copyright owner. '5 However, the copyright owner also licenses
the product to nonexclusive licensees in countries Y and Z.1
6
One method of parallel importing occurs when the licensee in
country Z exports authorized copies into country X for sale,
thereby infringing on the copyright owners' rights. 7 Parallel
importing also occurs when the licensee in country Y exports
authorized copies into Hong Kong. 8 Country Y's licensee
undercuts Hong Kong prices "by taking advantage of currency
fluctuations, brand recognition, or distribution networks" that
9. See HOWARD C. ANAWALT & ELizABETi F. ENAYATI, IP STRATEGY, COMPLETE
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PLANNING, ACCESS AND PROTECTION § 1.03(2)(a), at 63
(1997).
10. See id. § 2.12(2), at 260.
11. See id.; see also Kim, supra note 1, at 212.
12. See Kim, supra note 1, at 206-08.
13. See A at 205.
14. See id. at 206-07.
15. See id.
16. See id.
17. See td. at 205.
18. See generally Mohr, supra note 3; see also Kim, supra note 1.
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the Hong Kong exclusive licensee "has been able to establish
by investment."1 9 This unauthorized importation infringes on
the exclusive licensee's right to exclusively manufacture and
20distribute in Hong Kong.
The Copyright Ordinance affects Hong Kong's rules of
import,21 allowing exclusive copyright licensees in Hong Kong
to take civil action against parallel importers.22 The enactment
of the Copyright Ordinance exemplifies the problems arising
from Hong Kong's parallel importing ban.23 The Copyright
Ordinance's passage suggests Hong Kong's independent
political system had become submissive to international
pressures to bolster copyright protective measures.24 Case law
reflecting reaction to the Copyright Ordinance is forthcoming.
Therefore, this Comment assesses Hong Kong's copyright
protection by comparing proponent and opponent arguments,
and analyzing the external pressures surrounding the passage
of the Copyright Ordinance and a similar Taiwanese
restriction.25
This Comment will focus on the Copyright Ordinance's
effects on parallel importing in exclusive licensees' territories,
specifically the influx of international entertainment
products.26 This introduction provides an overview of the
Copyright Ordinance and its preceding copyright law. 27 Part I
compares arguments supporting and opposing the parallel
importing ban.28 Part I then reviews the Hong Kong
government's reaction to these contrasting arguments and
19. Kim, supra note 1, at 206-07.
20. See id. at 205-07.
21. H.K. ORD. No. 92 (1997); see Jeremy Taylor, Ominous Sounds Will Record
Buyers Say Goodbye to Disc Variety, WINDOW, May 31, 1996, at 43-44.
22. H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 113(1)-(2); see also Copyright in Hong Kong, supra
note 7.
23. See H.K. ORD. No. 92.
24. See Fara Warner, The War on Pirated CDs Rages on a New Front, ASIAN
WALL ST. J., Aug. 22, 1997, at 1, 10; see also G. Pierre Goad, U.S. Movie Chief
Asks Hong Kong Leaders to Act to Stop Piracy, ASIAN WALL ST. J., Dec. 9, 1997, at
12.
25. See discussion infra Parts II.D.1, IV.C.2.
26. See discussion infra Parts II.A.3-5, II.C. 1.
27. See discussion infra Part I.
28. See discussion infra Parts II.A. 1-4.
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international economic pressures.29 The remainder of Part I
introduces Taiwan's similar experience of enacting parallel
importing restrictions under the imposing influence of the
United States entertainment industry. °
Part II describes the unbalanced market situation favoring
copyright owners and exclusive licensees over consumers and
retailers.3 ' Part III reviews other potential problems with the
copyright ordinance. 2 Part III further balances the interests of
copyright owners and exclusive licensees against the
importance of consumer choice (availability and affordability)
and the survival of Hong Kong's retail industry.3 The
similarities underlying Hong Kong's enactment of the
Copyright Ordinance and Taiwan's heightened intellectual
property protection reveal the United States entertainment
industry's power to protect United States copyright interests
abroad.34 Part IV proposes separate treatment of Hong Kong's
piracy and parallel importing issues to effectively target
solutions best suited to each problem.5 Finally, in Part V this
Comment examines the importance of copyright protection,
while recognizing the balancing of interests necessary to
protect both copyright owners and consumers. 6
I
Background
A. The History of Hong Kong's Copyright Law
On June 27, 1997, Hong Kong's Legislative Counsel
("LegCo") enacted the Copyright Ordinance,37 the first change
in Hong Kong's copyright law since its predecessor, the 1956
29. See discussion infra Parts II.A.5, II.B-C.
30. See discussion infra Part II.D.
31. See discussion infra Part Il.
32. See discussion infra Part IV.A.
33. See discussion infra Parts IV.A-B.
34. See discussion infra Part IV.C.
35. See discussion infra Part V.
36. See discussion infra Part VI.
37. H.K. ORD. No. 92 (1997).
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Copyright Act of the United Kingdom.38 This controversial
ordinance coincided with the political handover of Hong Kong
from Great Britain to the People's Republic of China.39 China
pledged in its Joint Declaration with Great Britain 40 to
maintain Hong Kong's free-market economy and way of life for
the next fifty years under the "one country, two systems"
principle. 4' "Hong Kong is. the embodiment of an open society
whose economic well-being is based on free markets and high
legal standards."42 This open society framework marks Hong
Kong as the freest part of the People's Republic of China. 3 The
Copyright Ordinance, which hampers free trade by banning
parallel importation, significantly changes this framework. The
parallel importing ban not only affects Hong Kong retailers
and consumers, but also signifies the influence of the United
States entertainment industry.
44
1. The Copyright Ordinance of 1997
When the draft ordinance, later enacted as the Copyright
Ordinance,45 was introduced in November 1996,46 proponents
and opponents both argued for consumers' best interests.47
38. See Intellectual Property Dept. H.K. Special Admin. Region Gov't., Status
of New Legislation: Copyright Bill (last modified Nov. 4, 1997)
<http://www.houston.com.hk:80/hkgipd/status.html> [hereinafter Status of
New Legislation].
39. See Madeleine Albright, High stakes in Hong Kong: America will protect its
own interests and support the region's people long after July 1, NEWSWEEK, June
23, 1997, at 54.
40. See Trevor Stevens, Recent Trademark Developments: Asian/Pacific and
Australia, in TRADEMARK AND COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, AND
AUSTRALIA 1994, at 329, 342 (PLI/Pat., Copyrights, Trademarks, and Literary
Prop. Course Handbook Series No. 393, 1994).
41. See Albright, supra note 39.
42. Id.
43. See id.
44. See Kristi Heim, Distributors, Retailers Battle Over Ban On Parallel
Imports, ASIAN WALL ST. J., June 16, 1997 (H. K. WEEK), at 1 [hereinafter Helm,
Distributors].
45. H.K. ORD. No. 92 (1997).
46. "A draft Copyright Bill, prepared on the basis of the LRC [Law Reform
Commission] recommendations, was issued in early November 1996 to about
100 organisations, including copyright owners and users...." Status of New
Legislation, supra note 37.
47. See Heim, Distributors, supra note 44.
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Proponent copyright owners wished to protect product
licensing, manufacturing and distribution rights, and to
ensure consumers received the original product marketed by
copyright owners and exclusive licensees.48 Alternatively,
opponents to the Copyright Ordinance (entertainment
industry) predicted a lack of consumer choice and rising
prices for available music, videos, and films.
49
Prior to the Copyright Ordinance, Hong Kong copyright
law consisted of the 1956 Copyright Act ("1956 Act")50 of the
United Kingdom.5 ' Repealed in the United Kingdom in 1988
and replaced with the 1988 Copyright, Designs and Patents
Act (CDPA),52 the 1956 Act remained in place in Hong Kong."
Due to the July 1, 1997 transition to Chinese rule and the
technological advances which make the 1956 Act outdated,
LegCo considered new legislation, the Copyright Bill. 4
Although the 1956 Act imposed both civil and criminal
sanctions for parallel importing,55 no licensee had ever pressed
charges against a retailer. 6 Retailers avoided prosecution by
removing parallel imports from their shelves upon copyright
owners' complaints. Parallel importing became commonplace
48. See Status of New Legislation, supra note 38.
49. See Taylor, supra note 21, at 43-44.
50. 1956 Copyright Act of the United Kingdom (repealed 1997); see Status of
New Legislation, supra note 37.
51. See Status of New Legislation, supra note 38.
52. See id.
53. See id.
54. The Law Reform Commission (LRC) introduced:
[a] Report on the Law Relating to the Reform of Copyright in January
1994 after extensive public consultation. The LRC recommended that
Hong Kong should have its own copyright law modeled on the CDPA,
with modifications to suit local circumstances .... Based on the
recommendations of the LRC, with suitable modifications, and taking
into account the agreement reached at the [Joint Liaison Group], [LegCo]
proposeld] ... an independent and modernised copyright regime in Hong
Kong which is able to cater for technological advances, reflect prevailing
international standards of intellectual property protection, and suit local
circumstances.
Id.; see also Heim, Distributors, supra note 44.
55. See Copyright in Hong Kong, supra note 7.
56. See Heim, Distributors, supra note 44.
57. See Ad.
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in Hong Kong, along with piracy, thus making a variety of
entertainment products available and reasonably priced for
consumers.
5 8
2. Differences Between the 1956 Act and the Copyright Ordinance
The meaning of "infringing copy" in the Copyright
Ordinance remains identical to the definition provided in the
1956 Act.5 9 An infringing copy must be imported into Hong
Kong, and its production in Hong Kong must be an
infringement of a copyright or a breach of an exclusive license
agreement.60 The 1956 Act excluded parallel importing from
the definition of infringing copy.6' However, the Copyright
Ordinance alters this exclusion within section 35(4)(b).62 Due
to this alteration, once a parallel importer produces work in
any geographic location, criminal action can only be taken by
the Hong Kong licensee within the first 18 months of the
product's first production date in Hong Kong or elsewhere.63
After this period expires, the Hong Kong licensee may only file
a civil proceeding.'
The penalties provided for parallel importing remain
unaltered by the Copyright Ordinance. 65 The maximum
penalties available upon criminal and civil prosecution are a
prison sentence up to four years and a HK $50,000 fine
66
(approximately U.S. $6,410). Additionally the rights and
remedies of the exclusive licensee are unchanged,67 providing
the exclusive licensee with rights and remedies concurrent
58. See Kristi Helm, Copyright Law Hasn't Cut Piracy, But Hurts Legal Sales,
Critics Say, ASIAN WALL ST. J., Nov. 17, 1997, (H.K. WEEK), at I [hereinafter
Heim, Copyright]; see also Heim, Distributors, supra note 44.
59. 1956 Copyright Act of the United Kingdom § 35(4) (repealed 1997): see
Copyright Ordinance, H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(1-4) (1997).
60. See 1956 Act § 35(4); H.K. ORD. No 92 § 35(4).
61. 1956 Act § 35(4)(a)-(c).
62. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(4)(b).
63. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(4)(b).
64. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(4)(b).
65. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 119.
66. See Heim, Distributors, supra note 44; see also INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 6.
67. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 112(2).
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with the copyright owner.68 While the exclusive licensee's
rights under the 1956 Act did not include the right to
prosecute parallel importers,69 the Copyright Ordinance allows
the exclusive licensee to take action against suspected parallel
importers as long as the copyright owner is joined as
plaintiff.
70
In conjunction with the provided fines," the Copyright
Ordinance provides alleged offenders with defenses differing in
application from the 1956 Act.72 If an action is made against
the alleged offender within the provided 18 month period, the
accused may use the defenses provided in section 118(6).7
Defenses include lack of knowledge by an importer that a
plate used to make copies of a product was to be used for
infringement purposes.7 Section 35(4) denies these defenses
to those importers whose infringing copies meet the following
description:
(a) that was lawfully made in the country, territory or area
where it was made;
(b) that has been or is proposed to be imported into Hong
Kong at any time after the expiration of 18 months
beginning on the first day of publication of the work in Hong
Kong or elsewhere; and
(c) its making in Hong Kong would have constituted an
infringement of the copyright in the work in question, or a
breach of an exclusive license agreement relating to that
work, or a copy of an accessory work .... 75
The Copyright Ordinance states that suspected offenders
must prove their copy was imported at a time when the
68. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 Div. VI.
69. 1956 Copyright Act of the United Kingdom § 110(1) (repealed 1997).
70. H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 113(1)(2).
71. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(4)(b).
72. See H.K. ORD. NO. 92 § 11 8(l),(6): 1956 Act § 115(6).
73. See H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 118(l),(6).
74. A defense regarding lack of knowledge demands the accused charged
with an offence under subsection (4) to prove that he did not know and had no
reason to believe that the article was used or was intended to be used to make
the infringing copies for sale or hire or for use for the purpose of trade or
business.
H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 118(5).
75. H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(4)(a-c).
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copyright for that work did not exist. When suspected
offenders are unable to prove a copyright did not exist, it is
presumed the copy at issue "was made at a time when a
copyright subsisted in the work," making the imported copy a
copyright infringement."
3. Proponents' Argument
Proponents include copyright owners and exclusive
licensees, who successfully lobbied for amendments to the
original draft to secure criminal penalties for parallel
importing, in addition to the proposed civil sanctions.78 Film
and music distributors complain the Copyright Ordinance
imposes too high a financial burden on them to prosecute
parallel importers .
According to entertainment industry proponents, parallel
importers deceive consumers by supplying a product of lesser
quality or more competitively priced.8 ° The parallel importer
takes advantage of the copyright owner's or exclusive
licensee's marketing and advertising campaigns. 81  If
consumers buy parallel imports differing in quality or- price
from the product sold by either the copyright owner or its
exclusive licensee, then consumers' expectations are not met.
8 2
Film industry proponents claim parallel importing causes
less films to open in Hong Kong cinemas, because parallel
76. H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 35(6).
77. Id.
where in any proceedings the question arises whether a copy of a work
is an infringing copy and it is shown-
(a) that it is a copy of the work; and
(b) that copyright subsists in the work or has subsisted at any time, it
shall be presumed until the contrary is proved that the copy was made
at a time when copyright subsisted in the work.
Id.
78. See Copyright Bill: Speech by STI Resumption of Second Reading Debate
for LegCo sitting on 24 June 1997 (last modified Nov. 4, 1997);
<http://www.houston.com.hk:80/hkgipd/sti-spch.html> [hereinafter Copyright
Bill].
79. See Peta Firth, Copyright Pirates May Have Ships Sunk Under Them, H.K.
STANDARD, Jan. 10, 1997, available in 1997 WL 8101835.
80. See Heim, Copyright, supra note 58.
81. See id.
82. See id.
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importers profit while copyright owners are still in the midst of
marketing campaigns.83 Copyright owners release films at a
certain time to generate revenue.8" 'The normal release
sequence is first to arrange for theatrical release, followed by
home video release, release on video-on-demand programmes;
pay TV, and eventually free TV; taking about 18 to 24 months'
time in total."8 5 Parallel importing allows these same films to
appear in Hong Kong video stores before the scheduled release
in Hong Kong cinemas.86 Hong Kong distributors will no longer
want to purchase film rights for these films already available
through parallel importers.87 This decreases the incentive for
film owners to approach Hong Kong with pre-release
marketing campaigns and cinema films releases.88 Parallel
importing disrupts the film industry's release schedules, while
undermining rights of film copyright owners to profit from
their own work.89
Record companies echo similar arguments. 90 Today's
music industry distributes albums in mostly compact disc
format. These discs contain multiple pieces, which can be
arranged differently on the compact disc.91 Because different
countries have different consumer tastes, music compact
discs may be specially formatted to meet a certain country's
musical taste (e.g., including an older hit song with new
recordings).92 Since albums may differ from country to
country, parallel importing into an exclusive licensee's
geographic area would displace the market with a slightly
altered product.3 Consumers expect the arrangement as
83. See Helm, Distributors, supra note 44.
84. See id.
85. Copyright Bill, supra note 78.
86. See Helm, Distributors, supra note 44.
87. See id.
88. See id.
89. See Copyright Bill, supra note 78; see also Heim, Distributors, supra note
44.
90. See Copyright Bill, supra note 78.




advertised by the exclusive licensee. 94 Additionally, parallel
importers' competitive prices steer buyers toward parallel
imports, further infringing the exclusive licensees' rights.95
4. Opponents' Argument
Retailers, consumer groups and other groups oppose the
ban on parallel imports.9" They claim the ban is a form of
protectionism,97 prohibiting free trade, fair competition and
consumer choice.98 According to the Hong Kong Consumer
Council, "[plarallel imports lower prices, increase variety and
ensure that all kinds of goods are available locally without
delays."99 Because amendments to Hong Kong's copyright law
include the exclusive licensee within the definition of copyright
owner, exclusive licensees may apply for seizure of parallel
imported goods.100 Not only would the exclusive licensee be
able to control distribution in Hong Kong, but the market
would become a monopoly with consumers dependent on the
exclusive licensee for selection and pricing. 01
Exclusive licensees in Hong Kong distribute most films
and videos.'0 2 Video retail stores circumvent this by importing
authorized copies of the films and videos from overseas
licensees.0 3 The 1956 Act criminalized this method of parallel
importing, while the new Copyright Ordinance makes it a civil
offense and places the burden to prosecute on exclusive
94. See Lucinda Home, Parallel Imports Pose Problems, CHINA MORNING POST,
Apr. 24, 1992, (Bus. Post Sect.) at 2.
95. See Heim, Copyright, supra note 58.
96. See Richard Covington, Megastores Rock 'n' Roll Into Asian Markets
Changing Musical Tastes Spark Rapid Growth, INT'L HERALD TRIB., June 1, 1996,
available in 1996 WL 4091148; see also Copyright Bill, supra note 78.
97. See Duncan Hughes, Industry Clash Over Copyright Law Moves, S. CHINA
MORNING POST, Jan. 15, 1997, (Bus. News) at 2.
98. See Copyright Bill, supra note 78; Hughes, supra note 97; Taylor, supra
note 2 1.
99. Heim, Distributors, supra note 44, at 1.
100. See Jonathan Hill, Copyright Warning on CD Prices, S. CHINA MORNING
POST, Dec. 12, 1995, available in 1995 WL 13317805.
101. See id.
102. See Firth, supra note 79.
103. See id.
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licensees." 4 '"he retailers insisted the new law would cut
consumer choice of films and artificially inflate prices - if
distributors were given the tools to prosecute them." °5
Retailers such Tower Records, KPS, HMV, and Virgin
Records blame profit cuts on piracy and other major
adversaries, major record companies, and film studios.0 6
These adversaries are responsible for the delay in keeping up
with Hong Kong consumers' demand for Western imports.
07
"Retailers say the record labels have been slow to supply the
explosive demand, purposely limiting imports and failing to
take advantage of the Asian market's growing taste for jazz,
classical, and alternative repertoire."0 8 Opponents. note
Western music and films are hard to obtain when retailers rely
solely on copyright owners and exclusive licensees to stock
their shelves.09 Under the Copyright Ordinance, retailers are
unable to import from overseas and are thereby forced to
depend on local record companies."' This decreases consumer
choice because international film and music labels decrease in
availability."'
Although suppliers argue that they supply whatever
consumers show interest in,"' retailers claim otherwise. "[Wie
would see customers buying up armloads of CDs of jazz,
classical, jungle music styles they never bought simply
because they never had the access before," claimed a Tower
Records representative. 1'3 Despite this expansion in artistic
tastes demonstrated by retail sales, retailers complain major
distributors underestimate Hong Kong consumers, thus
"miss[ing] out on potential revenue by holding back on the
supply of albums." 4
104. See td.
105. Id.




110. See Hill, supra note 100.
ill. See i.
112. See Copyright Bill, supra note 78.
113. Covington, supra note 96.
114. Id.
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In addition to the frustrations caused by foreign
distributors, local wholesalers prefer to supply a limited
international repertoire.1 15 "[Local] wholesalers have pointed to
local industry charts which indicate Cantopop is more popular
than anything else. Those all-important charts are'... based
on data supplied by so-called 'chart stores.'""6 The chart
stores are comprised of Hong Kong wholesalers.1 7. Tower
Records, KPS and HMV megastores, which have boosted
music sales in Hong Kong," 8 are excluded as sources of what
is popular on the music charts."9
Parallel importing provides retailers with a source for
products in demand, as well as unique classics, which are not
listed on local industry charts supplied by the chart stores.
2 0
Just prior to the Copyright Ordinance's enactment, HMV's
inventory contained 40% to 50% parallel imports.
2'
Recordings obtained through parallel importing, including
"older recordings, such as those by American crooner Frank
Sinatra, and music that never made it onto anyone's Top 100
list" will be unobtainable in Hong Kong stores. 22 Without
parallel importing as a source of international recordings and
the opportunity to propose top hits for the local industry
charts, retailers' merchandise will sharply decline in quantity
and variety.1
23
5. LegCo's Analysis of Both Viewpoints
After LegCo submitted a draft bill to different industrial
organizations for review in November 1996, LegCo held public
seminars to explain the draft and offer a venue for comments
and criticisms. 124 Upon reviewing comments from both






121. See Helm, Distributors, supra note 44, at 1.
122. Id.
123. See id.
124. See Copyright Bill, supra note 78.
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proponents and opponents, 25 LegCo further amended the
draft.'26 The amended bill allowed for both civil and criminal
remedies within the first 18 months of the first publication or
release of the copyright products.'27 However, after the first 18
months, only civil remedies were to be made available to
exclusive licensees when the copyright owner joined as a
plaintiff in the complaint.' 8 Safeguards reflecting the parallel
importing proponents' complaints included remedies for
groundless threats for civil proceedings. 129 Additionally,
amendments allowed parallel importing after 18 months of the
product's first publication or release worldwide (even by
parties without any contractual relationship with the
copyright owner or the licensees) when the product is
unreasonably withheld or supplied on unreasonable terms. 3
Despite these safeguards, LegCo's decision to ban parallel
imports reflected concerns by copyright owners and exclusive
licensees through its failure to define "unreasonable."13 In a
speech to LegCo on June 24, 1997, the Hong Kong Secretary
for Trade and Industry (STI) publicly acknowledged the
practical deterrent effect of criminal sanctions, while
"accept[ing] that complete de-criminalization could be
misconstrued as the Government relaxing controls against
intellectual property infringements.' ' 132 Due to external
pressure from copyright owners abroad supporting Hong
Kong's large trade industry and exclusive licensees located
domestically, LegCo passed the Copyright Ordinance, thereby
prohibiting the importation of products by parties other than
the copyright owner or the exclusive licensee. 33 This in effect
has undermined Hong Kong's acknowledged policy of free
trade by closing the Hong Kong market to parallel imports.
125. See discussion supra Parts II.A.3-4.
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B. International Standards Adopted by Hong Kong
While the Copyright Ordinance is a domestic law
applicable only to activities occurring in Hong Kong, Hong
Kong is subject to international treaties. The People's Republic
of China has applied the main international intellectual
property treaties and conventions to the Hong Kong SAR.
134
These include the Berne Convention for the Protection of
Literary and Artistic Works (the Berne Convention),13 the
Universal Copyright Convention (U.C.C.),1 36  and the
Convention establishing the World Intellectual Property
Organization.1 37 The Intellectual Property Department ensures
Hong Kong's intellectual property protection system meets the
standards set out in the WTO TRIPS Agreement.1
38
Besides adhering to these international treaties, Hong
Kong faces pressure by the United States to strengthen its
copyright protection laws. 39 The United States government
134. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 2; ANAWALT &
ENAYATI, supra note 9, § 1.03[17[b][iii] at 147-48 (The World International
Intellectual Property Organization Copyright Treaty, adopted on December 20,
1996, added computer and communication technologies as protected intellectual
property to the protection already existent under the Berne Convention.),
135. The Berne Convention resulted from the first major international
convention for copyright protection, held in 1886 in Berne, Switzerland.
Countries which belong to the Berne Convention agree to protect the copyrights
of other member countries' authors with the same protection as is afforded to its
own citizens, provide a minimum standard of protection to works first published
or authored by other member countries' authors, and not require notice or
registration for authors to receive copyright protection. See STEPHEN FISHMAN,
THE COPYRIGHT HANDBOOK 13/2-3 (1997); see also ANAWALT & ENAYATI, supra
note 9, § 1.03[16[b][i] at 112-14.
136. The U.C.C. provides further protection than the Berne Convention by
requiring its member countries to provide additional protective measures such as
offering protection for the life of the author plus 25 years, and providing authors
exclusive rights to translation and reproduction. See FISHMAN, supra note 135, at
13/3-4; see also ANAWALT & ENAYATI, supra note 9, § 1.03[161[b][ii] at 114-15.
137. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 2.
138. See id.
139. See Warner, supra note 24, at 1, 10; see also David Armstrong, Hong
Kong Cracks Down on Pirates Efforts to Protect Copyrights, Trademarks Show
Enlightened Attitude Toward Electronic Fraud, S. F. EXAMINER, Oct. 22, 1997, at
B 1 (The Director of the Hong Kong SAR Intellectual Property Department,
Stephen Selby, visited the United States in October 1997 to discuss Hong Kong's
intellectual property protection measures with the U.S. Departments of State and
Commerce, as well as private sector executives, including the head of the Motion
placed Hong Kong on its "so-called 301 Watch List for
violation of intellectual-property rights."4 ° Remaining on the
Watch List since the Copyright Ordinance's enactment in
June, 1997, Hong Kong is considering even stronger laws to
enforce copyright protection.1 4 ' The United States is known to
threaten economic sanctions against countries who continue
to violate intellectual property rights. 142 The United States film
industry is an instrumental lobbying force behind the
government's use of sanction threats. 43
C. Hong Kong's Government Watchdogs
The Hong Kong government established the Intellectual
Property Department in July 1990 to head up and further
develop Hong Kong's intellectual property protection. 4 4 The
Intellectual Property Department's responsibilities include
operating intellectual property registration in Hong Kong and
advising the STI on policies and legislation concerning
intellectual property protection. 1
45
The government's analysis of the Copyright Ordinance
focuses primarily on efforts to fight piracy, 41 while scarcely
mentioning parallel importing. 47 'The government had also
decided to turn a deaf ear to widespread complaints about its
proposals to change the laws governing the parallel imports of
Picture Association of America.).
140. See Warner, supra note 24.
141. See id.
142. See Kim, supra note 1, at 217.
143. The chairman and chief executive of the United States Motion Picture
Association met with Hong Kong Chief Executive Tung Chee Hwa and Hong
Kong's top civil servant, Anson Chan, in December 1997 to discuss Hong Kong's
measures in protecting copyrights. See Goad, supra note 24, at 12. The United
States Motion Picture Association also sways the decisions of China's
government officials in their decisions to enforce intellectual property rights. See
id. The United States government, supported by the United States entertainment
industry, used threats of economic sanctions to sway Taiwan to strengthen its
intellectual property laws. See discussion infra Part II.D.
144. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 2.
145. See id. at 2-3.
146. See CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPT., H. K. SPECIAL ADMIN. REGION GOV'T,
ENFORCEMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (1997) [hereinafter H.K.
ENFORCEMENT]. See generally INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7.
147. See Firth, supra note 79.
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films." 4' Rather than discussing the effects of parallel imports
into Hong Kong by legitimate licensees, the department
approaches parallel importing by focusing on the plight of
copyright owners.' 49
The Law [Copyright Ordinance] provides copyright owners
with a sole importation right of their works into the Hong
Kong SAR; but protection against parallel importation may
not be available to right-owners unless they take reasonable
measures to publicise their intention to restrict importation
or appoint a sole distributor; and the exclusive importation
right of a right-owner may be defeated if he withholds suppl
of the work to the Hong Kong SAR public unconscionably.
Both the Hong Kong Customs and Excise Department and the
Intellectual Property Investigation Bureau bear the
responsibility to secure intellectual property protection.' 5' Yet
the Customs and Excise Department is the sole enforcement
agency through its investigation and prosecution of copyright
offenses "relating to literary, dramatic, musical and artistic
works, sound recordings, cinematograph films, broadcasts
and other published subject matters. 52
Customs officials enforce the Copyright Ordinance
through "a wide range of investigative powers."53 These powers
include the arrest without warrant of suspected offenders of
the ordinance,'54 the seizure of goods deemed infringements
under the Copyright Ordinance,' and searches of premises
"conducted upon a court warrant or, in urgent cases, an
authorization of the Commissioner of Customs and Excise."'5 6
Besides acting upon the request of copyright owners and
148. Id.
149. See INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROTECTION, supra note 7, at 6.
150. Id.
151. See H. K. ENFORCEMENT, supra note 145.
152. CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPARTMENT, HONG KONG GOVERNMENT, CUSTOMS
AND EXCISE (1996).
153. H. K. ENFORCEMENT, supra note 146.
154. See id
155. See id.; see supra notes 59-60 and accompanying text (explaining
definition of infringing copies).
156. H. K. ENFORCEMENT, supra note 146.
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exclusive licensees, customs officials "investigate on their own
initiative in specific areas of known infringement."'57
One of these specific areas of known infringement in
which government officials routinely use proactive
enforcement is the illegal sale of pirated music compact
discs. 158 Using investigative and raid plans, the Customs
Department raids "blackspots,"'5 9  locations suspected of
holding infringing articles.'6 o Operation Thunderbolt, a
proactive enforcement plan, averaged 100 officers per raid and
targeted entire buildings as well as singular stores. 6' A
subsequent raid, Operation Terminator, averaged 150 officers
on each of its 17 raids.1
62
During these police raids, the suspected offender is
deprived of all means of doing business.'63 Police make a
"clean sweep of suspected goods and accessories," confiscating
everything within the location including furniture, cash and
all inventory (whether suspected infringements or not).'64
During Operation Terminator, 45 shops were raided,
confiscating "120,601 infringing compact discs of assorted
formats, 17,002 floppy disks, other items worth U.S. $30,000
and U.S. $21,000 in cash."'65  Operation Terminator's
confiscation totaled U.S. $580,000.166 These raids support the
objectives of monitoring production of infringements,
immediately driving away the retail market of these
infringements, and eventually reducing the production and




159. See Stephen Selby, Address at the Asian American Manufacturers
Association and Peninsula Intellectual Property Law Association (October 16,
1997) (Mr. Selby is the Director of Intellectual Property, Hong Kong Special
Administrative Region Government.); see also Armstrong, supra note 138, at B1
(describing Selby's visit to the United States).
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The Customs and Excise Department holds regular
meetings with intellectual property owners to cooperatively
fight infringing activities. 8 ' Through such contacts, the
department is able to obtain a wider perspective of the market
situation and secure the support of the right owners to
facilitate enforcement action.' ' 169 Since the June 1997
enactment of the Copyright Ordinance, the Hong Kong
government, supported by the Intellectual Property
Department, suggested the need for additional legislation
requiring registration of compact disc manufacturers and
allowing the government even broader powers of search and
seizure. 170
D. Similarities: Hong Kong's and Taiwan's Ban on Parallel
Importing
The arguments surrounding parallel importation arise in
the formation of international intellectual property laws other
than Hong Kong's Copyright Ordinance. Although there is no
international standard regarding parallel importation, 17 1 the
United States government and its entertainment industry
actively support strict intellectual property protection through
international relations. 172 Taiwan also faced international
pressures to strengthen its copyright law in the past decade,
providing an historical view of the parallel importing dilemma.
1. Taiwan's Enactment of Article 87
Taiwan adopted article 87 of China's Copyright Law in
May 1993, thus restricting parallel importing.1 73 Unlike Hong
Kong's Copyright Ordinance which targeted both parallel
importing and piracy, Taiwan's article 87 specifically targeted
parallel importing. 174 Under article 84, adopted prior to article
168. See H.K. ENFORCEMENT, supra note 146.
169. Id.
170. See Selby, supra note 159.
171. See Copyright in Hong Kong, supra note 7.
172. See discussion supra Part II.B.; discussion infra Part II.D.2.; see
generally Kim, supra note 1.
173. See Kim, supra note 1, at 205.
174. See id. at 210 ("Article 87's true intent can be inferred from the existence
of article 84 which made it unnecessary to create a new provision aimed at
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87, a remedy at law existed for the prosecution of pirates. 7 ' By
adopting article 87, which specifically banned
"import[ation]... without the authorization of [the owner of
economic] rights," parallel imports became an additional target
of import sanctions,'76 independent of article 84's ban on
piracy. Therefore, Taiwan copyright law not only discriminated
against pirated illegitimate copies, but also legitimate copies
that were only authorized for distribution in other locations.
Despite the actual legitimacy of parallel imports, article 87's
remedy at law included confiscation of parallel imports and
prison sentences up to two years.'77
The threat of United States trade sanctions influenced
Taiwan's adoption of article 87.' 78 This economic threat
followed Taiwan's failure to ratify specific provisions regarding
import rights of the United States-Taiwan Copyright Pact of
1989.179
Taiwan's Government Information Officer ("GIO")
announced in July 1992, based upon its interpretation of the
May 1992 amendments to the copyright law, it would refuse
applications for genuine laser disk imports unless copyright
owners authorized these applications. 8 ° Opposition by film
pirated goods.").
175. See id. ("Even before adoption of articles 87 and 87 Taiwan copyright law
provided copyright holders with a remedy in cases where pirated goods had been
imported into Taiwan.").
176. Id. Because a pirated good triggers application of article 84, the plain
language of article 87 provides a broad encompassment to describe additional
circumstances (besides piracy) which violate copyright. See id.
177. Seeid. at211.
178. See td. at 214. "Political pressure from the United States Trade
Representative ('USTR'), which provided the impetus for the passage of the 1993
Amendments clearly indicate that Taiwan responded to U.S. pressure to adopt a
parallel imports ban that would prevent unauthorized imports of genuine goods."
Id. at 210 (footnotes omitted).
179. See icL at 214.
With respect to the United States-Taiwan Copyright Pact of 1989, the
first step in ensuring accountability was for the United States to urge the
Legislative Yuan to enact the provisions set forth in the bilateral
agreement .... To the dismay of the U.S. copyright industries, however,
when the Legislative Yuan ratified the 1989 Copyright Pact ... the
legislature excepted eight reserved portions.
Id. This led to threats by the United States of immediate sanctions. See id.
180. See Kim, supra note 1, at 215.
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industry importers caused the Ministry of the Interior ("MOI")
to change this restrictive policy by making "the May 1992 law
only cover[] pirated or counterfeit goods." 8' Yet this reversal
suggested the GIO should use other laws to deal with parallel
imports. Because of strong United States film industry
opposition,8 2 article 87 overturned the MOI policy in April
1993.183
2. International Pressures Facing Taiwan
The International Intellectual Property Alliance ("IIPA")
prompted the United States Congress to demand tightened
copyright protection from Taiwan.'84 An alliance of film,
software, and music producers,' the IIPA annually publishes
a list of countries which allow copyright infringement and
submits this list to the United States Trade Representative
("USTR").18 6  Section 301 of the Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988187 permits industry organizations,
among others, to submit information to the United States
government for use in investigating trade infractions by
foreign countries.'88 The USTR's annual list of priority foreign
nations (nations against which the United States may threaten
sanctions) has been found to be strikingly similar to IIPA's list
in recent years."'
"Lobbying organizations such as the IIPA, however,
confuse the American public when they offer ['statistics on the
economic losses suffered by U.S. industry as a result of
piracy'] to engender support for the copyright owner's right to
181. Id.
182. See id.
183. See id at 216.
184. See id. at 217. "Under the influence of groups such as the IIPA, the
United States has not hesitated to use section 301 to exert considerable trade
pressure on Taiwan with regard to improved enforcement of Taiwan's copyright
law." Id.
185. See icL at 216.
186. See id.
187. Omnibus Trade and Competitiveness Act § 301 (1988), 19 U.S.C. § 2411
(1994).
188. See Kim, supranote 1, at 216.
189. The USTR's list labels countries which allow copyright infringement as
"priority countries," "priority watch," and "watch." See ict at 217.
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ban parallel imports."'9" In its lobbying efforts, the IIPA
stressed the U.S. $66,000,000 loss in 1992 caused by piracy
to the U.S. film, television, sound recording, publishing, and
software industries.' Yet the IIPA failed to provide evidence
that this monetary loss includes loss caused by parallel
imports. 92 The IIPA's U.S. $669,000,000 figure easily swayed
its audience to support tightened copyright measures. Yet,
this figure is unreliable when determining the effects of
parallel imports because it only reflects profit loss caused by
piracy. '
93
Because the United States based its critical evaluation of
Taiwan's copyright protection on arguments slanted towards
the prevention of piracy, rather than parallel importing, the
United States' main interest in pushing for article 87's
enactment was prevention of piracy.'94 "[Taiwan] responded to
this interest [by adopting article 871 because it is interested in
avoiding trade sanctions as well as in improving the country's
reputation for copyright protection."9 5 Ironically, article 87's
language, enacted by force of United States political and
economic influence, attacks only parallel importing since
piracy was already dealt with by article 84.196
II
Legal Problem
The benefits provided by parallel imports outweigh the
benefits available through the ban of such products.'97
Availing to international pressures 98 and statistics based on
piracy's negative consequences rather than parallel imports'
effects, 9 Hong Kong enacted legislation banning specific acts




194. See id. at 220.
195. Id.
196. See supra notes 175-177 and accompanying text.
197. See discussion infra Part IV.B.2.
198. See discussion supra Part 1.B.; discussion infra Part IV.C.
199. See discussion supra Part II.D.2; discussion infra Part W.C.
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of importation which had helped broaden Hong Kong's access
to the international music and film industries. 20 0 This
tightening of trade regulations significantly harms Hong
Kong's free trade policy by taking away the availability of
goods which international retailers and distributors have
introduced to Hong Kong consumers.2 ' Hong Kong confronted
both piracy and parallel importing with legislation and
subsequent government enforcement measures better suited
to battle piracy alone. Because Hong Kong's parallel importing
ban creates monopolies detrimental to consumers, the
Copyright Ordinance should be amended to lift the ban and
impose less restrictive measures specifically focused on
compromising copyright owners' rights to protection and the




The Copyright Ordinance denies nonexclusive licensees
abroad the right to import products into Hong Kong. 20 2 This
ban on parallel importing creates a monopolistic marketplace
through a "black and white" argument, protecting the rights of
copyright owners and exclusive licensees while prohibiting
importation by any other party.2 "' The ordinance broadened
the rights of copyright owners and exclusive licensees in Hong
Kong by permitting both parties to prosecute parallel
importers.2 4 Yet Hong Kong's copyright law adopts the "black
and white" approach by refusing to acknowledge the positive
effects of parallel imports, the gray market goods.
A. Confronting Parallel Importing and Piracy
The Copyright Ordinance lumps parallel imports and
pirated goods together in its protection of copyrighted
200. See discussion supra Part II.A.4.
201. See discussion supra Part II.A.4.
202. See discussion supra Part II.A. 1.
203. See discussion supra Part II.A. 1.
204. See discussion supra Part II.A. 1.
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materials.2 °5 More importantly, the government's enforcement
of the Copyright Ordinance combines parallel importing with
piracy through its enforcement methods and the statistics
cited for lost revenues due to infringing products.2 6 By adding
parallel imports to the definition of infringing goods, the Hong
Kong government betrayed its tradition of free trade in favor of
protectionism. 7
1. Two Problems Approached as One
The high standards set by the Copyright Ordinance and
the Hong Kong Government's subsequent actions to enforce
the Copyright Ordinance are based on its efforts to decrease
piracy and parallel importing within the same swoop.20 8 In
effect, these actions are a disincentive to international trade
for the entertainment industry. While parallel importing has
been decreased, piracy remains out of control. 209 Because
compact disc reproduction equipment prices are dramatically
reduced and the availability of second-hand equipment is
210more accessible, piracy is increasing.
While certain street markets in Hong Kong are well known
as suppliers of counterfeit or pirated goods,2 ' parallel imports
are found in legitimate stores.2 2 However, pirated goods are
also found in some of these same legitimate stores, thus
confusing the issue on how to control both piracy and parallel
importing. Hong Kong consumers admit to frequenting these
stores because both pirated goods and parallel imports
provide less expensive products.213
205. See Firth, supra note 79.
206. See Selby, supra note 159.
207. See Heim, Copyright, supra note 56; see Hughes, supra note 97.
208. See Firth, supra note 79.
209. See Darrin Magee, For Hong Kong's Software Pirates, Christmas Is a
Customs Crackdown, ASIAN WALL ST. J., Dec. 24, 1997, at 1, 7.
210. Worldwide sales of pirated music increased approximately 6% in 1996 to
an estimated $5 billion. See Hughes, supra note 97; See Charles Goldsmith,
Pirated Music Sales Rise as Costs Decline, ASIAN WALL ST. J., Sept. 19, 1997, at
14.
211. See Hughes, supra note 97; See Goldsmith, supra note 210.
212. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58.
213. See Mariko Hayashibara, VCD Pirates Swamp Legal Shops With Cheap
Copies, ASIAN WALL ST. J., Sept. 29, 1997, (H. K. Week) at 10.
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At Sunley Enterprises Ltd., on of the most crowded shops at
298 Hennessy Road, as many as 700 VCDs are sold each
weekend. The price: H.K. $40 for one, H.K. $70 for two, and
H.K. $100 for three for both Western and Cantonese
movies- mostly new hits. That comares with about up to
H.K. $200 for legally released movies.
These less expensive products also attract the buying
attention of nonlocals. Foreigners buy armloads of music CDs,
software games, and videos because the prices available from
both pirated goods and parallel imports are cheaper than the
prices for identical items back home. Although customs
officers threaten seizure of these items and taxation of
purchases made in Hong Kong above a certain dollar amount
(customs tax differs among nations), not all items purchased
from pirates or parallel importers are caught when carried out
of Hong Kong and into other countries. Months after the Hong
Kong government's initial raids organized to enforce the
Copyright Ordinance's -measures began confiscation, well-
known Hong Kong street markets continue to "[bear] witness
to the strength of pirate products, with dozens of stalls selling
illegally produced CDs by local and international acts....25
2. Ineffective Measures Against Piracy
Piracy is still no stranger to Hong Kong.216 Since the
Copyright Ordinance's passage, the entertainment industry
notes the recent increase in compact disc product capacity in
Hong Kong, credited to illegal production of pirated goods.2 7
Hong Kong's CD production capacity is now 330 million
discs.2 8 This sudden increase is due to China's efforts to curb
piracy by shutting down illegal CD manufacturing plants In
China.2"9 These pirates have relocated elsewhere; some
214. Id.
215. Importers Suffer In Hong Kong, Music Bus. INT'L, Feb. 1, 1998, available
in 1998 WL 11090686.
216. SeeWarner, supranote 24, at 1, 10.
217. See id.
218. See id. (according to the International Federation of the Phonographic
Industry).
219. See id. "China closed about 15 plants in mid-1996 and 20 more later in
the year after pressure by the U.S. government and international music, film and
software companies to curb its rampant piracy business." Id.
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relocating to Hong Kong.2 0 Despite police raids organized as
part of the enforcement of the Copyright Ordinance,22' the
recent increase in manufacturing is alarming as pirated copies
of CDs are easy to find.222 Although the Copyright Ordinance's
intent focuses on piracy's reduction, the government's
enforcement measures do not attack the root of the problem,
but only confiscate illegal products already on the market.223
The Hong Kong Intellectual Property Department should
allocate more manpower and monetary resources to
investigation and prosecution of manufacturers.224  By
additionally increasing fines and prison sentences for
manufacturers, the root of the piracy problem would be more
effectively addressed. "[Ulsing the old pirate-crushing tactics of
raiding retailers and confiscating disks" merely puts a
temporary delay to the pirate manufacturer's means of
supplying pirated goods to consumers.2 25 "Not even vigilant
raids on retailers of pirated CDs can 'contain the problem,"'
according to Hong Kong's Intellectual Property Investigation
Bureau.226 Instead, required registration of manufacturers
would signify legitimate CD plants and lead authorities to
illegitimate manufacturers. 227  Although the Intellectual
Property Department discussed this type of registration, no
legislation has been introduced in LegCo.228
3. Parallel Importing: A Separate Problem
While pirated goods consist of illegally manufactured and
distributed goods, parallel imports differ in definition. Parallel
imports are legally manufactured goods, which the Copyright
Ordinance proclaims as illegal only because of their
importation into Hong Kong. 229 Because parallel imports are
220. See id.
221. See Selby, supra note 159.
222. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58.
223. See Selby, supra note 159.
224. See Warner, supra note 24, at 1, 10.
225. Id.
226. Id.
227. See Selby, supra note 159.
228. See id.
229. See discussion supra Part A. 1.
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products licensed directly from copyright owners, they differ in
nature from pirated goods, which are unauthorized duplicates.
The Copyright Ordinance's introduction, enactment, and
enforcement stems from Hong Kong's battle against
widespread piracy. "In practice, the poachers are thriving,
while some magazines, movies and music albums have all but
disappeared."230 The Copyright Ordinance fails to significantly
decrease piracy,231 yet stops parallel importing. With the
successful ban on parallel importing, the government damages
consumer choice and available selection.232
As predicted by the ordinance's opponents,233 retailers are
unable to buy independent music labels and films because
these goods lack local distributors, from whom Hong Kong
retailers now must rely for their merchandise.234  Local
manufactured versions of albums, manufactured by exclusive
licensees, are available.235  However, some Hong Kong
consumers prefer original versions because local versions
often contain different songs.236 Local distributors have a
limited supply of original albums, if any, to sell to retailers at
higher prices.2 7 Any increase in price as dictated by local
distributors leads to an increase in price for consumers.238 In
230. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 57, at 1.
231. Despite police raids and tightened restrictions designed to stop piracy
and protect copyright owners, pirated goods "are still hitting the shelves [in Hong
Kong], despite some recent raids on shops." Id.
232. See id. "Consumers, meanwhile, face higher prices and reduced
selections from legitimate retailers, who say they now battle slower distribution
channels for products." Id.
233. See discussion supra Part II.A.4.
234. For example, Tower Records Hong Kong Ltd. has difficulty in finding
Japanese albums as well as some overseas versions of international albums. See
Heim, Copyright, supra note 58.
235. See id., at 1.
236. See id.
237. "Local distributors might carry original versions... but in small
quantities and at a premium- a compact disc that cost H.K. $110 before [the
parallel importing ban] would now retail for about HK$140." Id. Because the
Copyright Ordinance restricts retailers to buy only from local distributors during
the first 18 months of a work's release, local distributors control the availability
and pricing of goods. Retailers lack alternative sources once provided by parallel
importers. See id.
238. See id see also Importers Suffer In Hong Kong, supra note 215. Suppliers
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addition to the scarce supply of original versions, "[rletailers
complain that they can't easily identify the local distributor for
foreign albums, which delays the ordering process."2 9
At HMV, 40% to 50% of its titles consisted of parallel
imports, which have been removed from shelves since the
Copyright Ordinance's enactment.2 ° These parallel imports
included titles which are not carried by local distributors.241
Because local distributors select their supplies from titles
listed on top 100 lists, classic titles-from artists such as
Frank Sinatra- are now difficult to find because these titles
are not considered hot sellers.242
Additionally, Hong Kong-based KPS estimated up to forty
percent of its total merchandise came from parallel imports
before the Copyright Ordinance.2 3 Combined with problems
arising from piracy 244 and the economic crisis which has
plagued Asia since late 1997,245 this reduction in parallel
imported merchandise may drive some retailers, even large
megastores, out of Hong Kong.246
Not only are retailers limited by the lack of supply
provided by local distributors, but retailers must compete with
pirated goods. Because limited distribution to retailers
mandates price increases for consumers, consumers obtain
raised prices on international music selections just one week after the
government implimented the parallel import ban. This increase only forces
retailers to increase their sales prices to consumers. See id.
239. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58, at 1.
240. See id.
241. See id.
242. See id. Hong Kong's top 100 lists are chosen by chart stores, mostly local
distributors. See id.
243. See Helen Johnstone, KPS Secrets Out After Coupon Fiasco; Blame Tossed
Around As Key Players in Music and Video Store Chain's Mounting Troubles Seek
Cover From Fallout, S. CHINA MORNING POST, June 28, 1998, available in 1998 WL
2984911.
244. See id.
245. See Crisis Spells Opportunity, MusIc BUSINESS INTERNATIONAL, Apr. 1,
1998, available in 1998 WL 11090736.
246. KPS removed approximately 79% of its videos, laser discs and CDs for
sale from its shelves. With less merchandise to provide to consumers, KPS and
other retailers will suffer loss of revenue. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58, at
1.
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pirated goods for lower prices.24 Besides offering consumers
lower prices, pirates offer more selection, by distributing titles
which local distributors fail to supply to retailers.248
Film makers had argued for a ban on parallel imports
because some movies were showing up for rent in local
cinemas. But people in the industry complain that almost
all the movies playing in Hong Kong can be purchased on
pirated VCDs-some before they even appear on the big
screen here.249
While retailers and consumers pay higher prices for legally
manufactured goods, local distributors and exclusive licensees
are the key benefiting parties.5 ° With piracy still rampant,
copyright owners are still hurting from lack of adequate
intellectual property protection against piracy.251 Yet, banning
parallel importing has hurt copyright owners by limiting
availability of their goods to meet consumer demand. 52 While
distributors and exclusive licensees claim they provide
whatever goods are in demand,253 in reality consumers face
higher prices and limited availability of entertainment goods.25 4
Retailers provide proof of the limited availability by empty
shelves.255 The Hong Kong government echoes distributors'
claims, dismissing retailers' complaints and market
statistics.256
247. See Magee, supra note 209, at 1, 7.
248. See Heim, Distributors, supra note 44, at 2.
249. Id.
250. See id. Hong Kong retailers claim that the monopoly the parallel imports
ban has created has caused prices to increase from five percent to ten percent.
See Helen Johnstone et al., The State of Retail is Affected Less by China's
Takeover Than By Parallel Imports and Dropping Stocks, BILLBOARD, Mar. 7,
1998, at 2, available in 1998 WL 10913306.




255. See Crisis Spells Opportunity, supra note 245.
256. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58, at 2.
The law Isn't at fault for items that aren't stocked in stores, says Steven
Selby, director of the Hong Kong government's Intellectual Property
Department. Distributors "said it was irrational to believe they wouldn't
supply their products to any business that wanted them. The legislature
and government has taken that at face value," he says.
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B. Copyright Monopolies Versus Parallel Importers' Right to
Profit
Copyright is monopolistic because the copyright owner
controls the market.21 7 "And if this control were unlimited, it
could become an undue restraint on the dissemination of the
work."258 The Copyright Ordinance broadens this control by
banning parallel importing. Market circumstances usually
involve competition between multiple works of similar
nature. " Prior to the Copyright Ordinance, Hong Kong's
entertainment market involved such competition, provided by
parallel imports and illegal pirated goods.260  Through
punishment of unauthorized duplication (piracy), copyright
law encourages "the independent creation of competitive
works."26" ' However, the ban on parallel imports deprives Hong
Kong of an adequate supply of products in demand as well as
unique products unavailable through local suppliers.262 The
public benefit fails to outweigh the temporary monopoly's
negative effects.263
1. Copyright Protection for Publishers
In the entertainment industry, most copyrights do not
belong to the composer of the piece or the film's writer, but
rather to a publisher.6 When creating a new work, the creator
must decide to complete his creation by determining whether
the profits anticipated will equal or exceed the costs of
manufacturing and distribution.265  Because authors are
seldom in the position to finance the mass production and
distribution of their work, assignability to a publisher is
beneficial to the author.
266
257. See ROBERT A. GORMAN & JANE C. GINSBURG, COPYRIGHT FOR THE NINETIES
15 (4th ed. 1993).
258. Id.
259. See id.
260. See discussion supra Parts A. 1-2.
261. See GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257, at 15.
262. See Helm, Copyright, supra note 58, at 1.
263. See GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257, at 15.
264. See id at 18.
265. See id. at 23.
266. See i at 16.
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Publishing is comparable to gambling. 267 Because few
works distributed by publishers become hit albums and films,
"[clopyright is necessary to make good publishers possible."268
Without copyright protection, new creations would be few.
69
Because copies could be made and sold at prices which would
bid down the author's price to the bottom line cost of copying
costs, then few would take the gamble.
270
If a copier can defer making copies until he knows whether
the work is a success, the potential gains from free riding on
expression will be even greater, because the difference
between the price and marginal cost of the original work will
rise to compensate for the uncertainty of demand, thus
creating a bigger profit potential for copies.27
Copyright protection guards against this uncertainty.272
Protection should support copyright owners' rights in order to
promote works "whose success is more speculative and whose
market is narrower, and whose publication will in fact not be
profitable."273
2. The Balancing of Benefits
Licensing contracts transfer the copyright owner's right of
manufacturing and distribution in exchange for an agreed
upon monetary sum.2 74 Because the copyright owner holds
these transferable rights before a licensing agreement is
signed, the copyright owner controls the licensing process.275
By granting rights in nonexclusive licenses, the copyright
owner voluntarily relinquishes the right to control the
nonexclusive licensee's geographic dissemination of his
work. 76 However, copyright owners retain the right to import
into the geographic areas occupied by both exclusive and
267. See i at 19.
268. Id.




273. A at 21.
274. See i at 282.
275. See id.
276. See id.
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nonexclusive licensees and' the right to sue for copyright
infringement.27
"Within reasonable limits, the interests of authors coincide
with those of the public. Both will usually benefit from the
widest possible dissemination of the author's works."278
Parallel importing provides a broader dissemination than
copyright owners alone can provide. Because parallel
importers are licensees of the copyright owner, both parties
benefit from the dissemination of parallel imports financially
and through extended brand recognition.279
When enacting copyright law, a government should ask
"how much will the legislation stimulate the producer and so
benefit the public; [and] how much will the monopoly granted
be detrimental to the public."280 In balancing the interests of
the public and the copyright owner, the "interests of [copyright
owners] must yield to the public welfare where they conflict."
28'
The Copyright Ordinance's safeguards attempt to prevent
potential conflict by allowing parallel importing after 18
months of the work's first production should the copyright
owner unreasonably withhold the work from the Hong Kong
market or supply the work on unreasonable terms.282 Yet
LegCo's attempt to protect its free trade economy by this
safeguard fails by the ambiguity of the undefined term
"unreasonable" in section 36(4).283
By failing to provide a definition of "unreasonable"28 4 and
failing to require copyright registration,285 Hong Kong copyright
law makes it difficult for nonexclusive licensees to determine
an exclusive licensee's domain in Hong Kong. Although some
exclusive licensees may widely distribute their work in Hong
277. See Hill, supra note 100; see also GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257,
at 282.
278. GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257, at 16.
279. See Heim, Copyright, supra note 58.
280. GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257, at 15.
281. Id. at 16.
282. See Copyright Ordinance, H.K. ORD. No. 92 § 36(3)-(5) (1997). See also
discussion supra Part II.A.5.
283. SeeH.K. ORD. No. 92 § 36(4).
284. See discussion supra Part II.A.5.
285. See supra note 7 and accompanying text.
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Kong, others may not be as visible in the marketplace, thus
making detection of a pre-existing right to the Hong Kong
market difficult.286 Other countries (such as the United States)
require copyrights to be registered as a prerequisite to
infringement claims, aiding others in identifying the status of
copyright claims.287  "The new law [makes] it easier to
investigate possible parallel imports and harder for suspected
offenders to prove they didn't know someone else here held the
distribution license, so the government is more likely to
prosecute offenders .... 288
C. Powers Influencing Hong Kong's Copyright Law
1. One-Sided Connections
The Hong Kong government has molded strong liaisons
with copyright holders in, their efforts to fight copyright
infringement.289 These liaisons are vital to the Customs
Department's investigation of infringing articles, "which
include evidence of the subsistence and ownership of
intellectual property rights, inspection of goods and testimony
in court in criminal proceedings. 29 ° The Customs and Excise
Department notes the international recognition of its efforts in
the battle against copyright infringement.29'
286. See Heim, Copyright, supra note 58, at 1.
287. See GORMAN & GINSBURG, supra note 257, at 16.
288. Helm, Distributors, supra note 44, at 1.
289. See discussion supra Part II.C.1. See also H. K. ENFORCEMENT, supra
note 146.
290. H. K. ENFORCEMENT, supra note 146.
291. See CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DEPARTMENT, HONG KONG GOVERNMENT,
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE (1996).
Hong Kong's efforts in the fight against infringement of intellectual
property rights are well recognised, both locally and at the international
leval. In this connection, the Customs and Excise Department has on
numerous occasions received commendatory mementos from a number
of intellectual property organizations and individual right owners, which
include International Federation of Phonographic Industry (IFPI), Motion
Picture Association (MPA), Association of American Publishers, and Intel
Semiconductors Ltd., etc.
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2. Similarity with Taiwan's Economic Pressures
The pressures felt by nations labeled by the United States
as "priority watch list countries" induce these countries, such
as Taiwan and Hong Kong, to change their laws in order to
protect United States intellectual property rights.292 Upon
being labeled a priority country, both Taiwan and Hong Kong
adopted legislation in order to meet imposed deadlines of
protection improvement and to avoid economic sanctions
threatened by the United States.293 The section 301 actions by
the United States demonstrate the rapid reforms in
intellectual property throughout Asia. Yet these rapid reforms
enforced by international pressures may lead to
"consequences or side-effects not necessarily conducive to
future international co-operation."
294
Although the Hong Kong government provided its local
industry participants with the opportunity to suggest
amendments to the original draft of the Copyright
Ordinance, 295 LegCo's final legislation delivered protection
against parallel importing requested by copyright owners.296
The United States music and film industries established
themselves as the loudest proponents of this protection,
actively lobbying Congress and Hong Kong government
officials to target Hong Kong through its section 301 listing.297
The resulting Copyright Ordinance forced local retailers to
alter their sourcing to rely solely on local distributors and
copyright owners.298 The consequences of narrowing retailers'
292. See supra Parts II.B, II.D. 1-2. Many countries, including Hong Kong and
Taiwan, from within the Asia/Pacific region have been labeled as "priority foriegn
countries" and "priority watch list" countries. The United States Trade
Representative examines the intellectual property protection measures of these
countries in order to reevaluate their status under section 301 of the Trade Act
of 1974. See Stevens, supra note 40.
293. "Apart from the introduction of deadlines and bench marks for evaluating
the performance of a country, the [Clinton] Administration aims to deliver a
strong, speedy response to trading partners who fail to meet their commitment
[to tighten intellectual property protection]." See Stevens, supra note 40, at 338.
294. Id.
295. See discussion supra Part II.A.5.
296. See discussion supra Part II.A.5.
297. See discussion supra Part II.B.
298. See discussion supra Parts II.A.4, IV.A.3.
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distribution channels include financial loss and decreased
inventory for retailers, and lack of choice and increased prices
299for Hong Kong consumers.
It is evident from the Hong Kong SAR Intellectual Property
Department's refusal to adequately address parallel importing
concerns3 00 and Taiwan's enactment of section 87 to fight
parallel importing,30' that the United States remains a key
influence in international copyright protection. This
international pressure appeared multiple times during
Taiwan's amendments to its copyright laws.0 2 After adopting
certain provisions as prescribed by the United States-Taiwan
Copyright Pact of 1989, Taiwan's efforts to appease its
importers by changing restrictions to only cover pirated goods
became futile.0 3 Further pressure from the United States
entertainment industry again amended Taiwan's copyright law
to reflect the United States' strong recommendations to
prohibit parallel importing. 0 4 However, the United States'
measures to fight piracy and regain control of distribution by
its copyright holders, especially the film and music industry,
caused damage to the local market by the sudden
implementation of parallel importing bans.
IV
Proposal
The Hong Kong SAR should amend the Copyright
Ordinance to provide separate treatment of parallel importing
and piracy. The current definition of "infringing copy" should
be changed to reflect the difference between parallel importing
and piracy. Additionally, separate and different defenses and
remedies should be provided for each. Because the Copyright
Ordinance has failed to effectively decrease piracy in Hong
Kong,30 5 the defenses for piracy should be limited or altogether
299. See discussion supra Parts II.A.4, IV.A.3.
300. See discussion supra Part II.C.
301. See discussion supra Part II.D.
302. See generally Kim, supra note 1.
303. See discussion supra Part II.D.
304. See discussion supra Part II.D.
305. See discussion supra Part IV.A.2.
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eliminated. Likewise, remedies for piracy should include
longer prison sentences and significantly higher monetary
penalties. The current time limitation preventing criminal
prosecution after 18 months of a product's first production or
release should be removed to allow criminal penalties to
remain applicable to pirates over- a longer time period.
Because products cannot be altered to permanently prevent
copying by pirates, 36 heightened criminal and civil penalties'
are necessary to damage piracy's current profitability and
severely punish those involved in manufacturing and
distributing pirated goods.
Although the ban on parallel importing should not be
entirely lifted in order to protect copyrights, the defenses
afforded should be amended to remove the ambiguity in the
current ordinance. This ambiguity stems from the term
"unreasonableness," describing the unavailability of goods.
The current unavailability and increased prices for music and
films demonstrates that the Copyright Ordinance fails to
provide adequate safeguards to protect consumers. This
failure demands attention to prevent the Hong Kong free trade
policy from falling prey to pure monopolistic pressures
induced by the United States.
In addition to legislative amendments, the Hong Kong SAR
Intellectual Property Department should alter its approach in
enforcement. Current customs inspections should be
increased and enforced to discourage the purchase of pirated
goods by foreign consumers. While recent raids by the Hong
Kong Customs and Excise Department confiscated many
infringing goods, the confiscated pirated goods are easily
replaceable. Pirates can easily change their distribution
306. The International Federation of the Phonographic Industry [hereinafter
IFPIj has suggested embedding hidden codes into legitimate CDs to easily
identify pirated goods. See Goldsmith, supra note 210, at 14. However, pirates
will eventually figure out the hidden codes and continue to manufacture
products identical to legally manufactured copies. See id. Additionally, copyright
licensees abroad will also have these hidden codes embedded in their legally
produced CDs. See id. Therefore, parallel imports seized by Hong Kong would
remain identical in appearance and make-up as copies produced by exclusive
licensees and copyright owners. See id. IFPI also suggests that government take
a more active role in investigating and prosecuting pirates. See id.
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locations after being raided. Governmental enforcement efforts
must focus on manufacturers in order to prevent illegal
duplication and to confiscate the plates and equipment used
in manufacturing these pirated goods.
Upon reanalyzing the enforcement of the parallel
importing ban, the Hong Kong music and film distributors
should include all retailers in efforts to identify titles in
consumer demand. Because older titles would not make the
"top 100 hits list," restrictions on parallel importing should
allow the importation of titles no longer on the "top 100 hits
list." This would ensure the availability and affordability of
titles, currently difficult to obtain due to the parallel importing
ban. °7 In sum, parallel importing and piracy should be
separated and treated differently through definition,
restrictions, and enforcement of these restrictions.
V
Conclusion
The purpose of copyright involves encouraging authors to
create new works (such as films and music) for the benefit of
the public. 8 Yet, this promotion is realistic only when authors
collect a fair share of revenue from their work without fear of
unauthorized parties copying and profiting unfairly from these
works.0 9 Copyright insures the security necessary to promote
such creativity. Although Hong Kong's Copyright Ordinance
attempts to protect copyright owners from infringement, the
ordinance fails to stop piracy, despite the government's
committed investment in enforcement measures. In effect, the
ordinance damages the market for entertainment industry
products by banning parallel importing, a source of
merchandise retailers claim is vital to meeting consumer
demand and providing a broad selection of goods at
reasonable prices. Selection is indeed limited and prices have
risen. Because copyright interests should yield when
307. See discussion supra Part IV.A.3.
308. See GORMAN & GINSBURG, spra note 257, at 15 - 16.
309. See id.
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outweighed by public interests, the Copyright Ordinance
should be amended to ensure free trade and consumer choice.
The United States entertainment industry has
successfully lobbied to create a monopoly of its products in
Hong Kong at the expense of the Hong Kong consumer. The
arguments used to strengthen- threats of economic sanctions
pursuant to section 301 "priority country" status are based on
piracy statistics. By focusing on these misleading statistics,
the Hong Kong government has ignored the need for parallel
imports to provide sources for music and films when local
distributors fail to meet consumer demand. While the value of
exclusive licensing agreements should not be undermined,
limiting channels of supply hurts the consumer. Should
exclusive licensees fail to meet consumer demand and provide
affordable pricing, parallel importers should be allowed to fill
the gap in supply. While copyright law protects copyright
owners and exclusive licensees against unauthorized
duplication and distribution, Hong Kong copyright law should
also defer to consumer protection.
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